ll science involves what we might call "art" in the sense of requiring intuition, creativity, and inspiration (whether to grasp the underlying causal connection between seemingly unrelated observations or to construct an elegant experimental design). But in a few disciplines, science also closely intermingles with the fine arts, such as painting and sculpture. Dinosaur study is one such discipline. ence that it goes unmentioned by any of the contributing professionals. Perhaps it is more comfortable for researchers to believe that the direction of information transfer is mostly from scientist to artist. As scientists, we may recognize that the artist provides critical feedback on particular points, but we like to believe that science rules the roost.
ll science involves what we might call "art" in the sense of requiring intuition, creativity, and inspiration (whether to grasp the underlying causal connection between seemingly unrelated observations or to construct an elegant experimental design). But in a few disciplines, science also closely intermingles with the fine arts, such as painting and sculpture. Dinosaur study is one such discipline. Exchanges between science and art have helped public perception of dinosaurs closely track research. For well over a century, artists have rendered fleshed-out dinosaurs living in their ancient environments. Through the "dinosaur renaissance" of the 1970s and the explosion of interest with Jurassic Park in the 1990s, dinosaurs reached the mainstream of popular culture and became a multibillion dollar industry. Not surprisingly, dinosaur artists have proliferated and thrived, and dinosaur art has emerged as a legitimate genre.
The current trend in dinosaur art toward realism and scientific accuracy is admirably and beautifully captured in Dinosaur ImHerrerasaurus. John Sibbick's drawing of an early Triassic of Argentina. agery, which presents works from the collection of Chicago dinosaur philanthropist and art collector John Lanzendorf. By commissioning art created under the supervision of dinosaur scientists, Lanzendorf has engaged both the scientific and artistic communities and has supported their interaction. culture. We see them in movies, s on television, and at museums and even shopping malls. We read about them on the Internet and in books, magazines, and newspapers. We wear them on tshirts and play with them as toys. Dinosaurs are an inescapable aspect of our lives, and the kind of art displayed in Dinosaur Imagery often represents their entr6e into popular culture. As consumers of popular culture, paleontologists cannot help but be shaped by it, nor can their science. I grew up in the 1960s with the prevailing notion of dinosaurs as dull-witted, cold-blooded swamp dwellers. In the era of Jurassic Park, my graduate students grew up believing that dinosaur breath would steam your windows and that dinosaurs were caring parents. Regardless of the veracity of either view, each represents the intellectual backdrops within which we obtained our professional training.
Dinosaur Imagery reflects this synthesis by
That art influences science is hardly a new notion, but it would seem to be particularly true for the science of dinosaurs simply because their cultural representation is ubiquitous. This cultural influence is not necessarily a disadvantage (the broad interest in all things dinosaurian has been a boon to dinosaur research), but it does represent an often unrecognized source of bias. For example, although "everyone" knows that dinosaurs were warm-blooded, dinosaur endothermy remains highly controversial among professionals. Thankfully, academic training often re-. veals that some "common knowledge" about | dinosaurs (such as brontosaurs rearing up) is | based on scant objective data.
But it is not clear how much of the infor-| mation about dinosaurs that comes to us from o popular art and culture is ever questioned or tested; much is simply assimilated. Dinosaur | artists often must make decisions about un-| known, unpreserved, or controversial aspects S simply to complete the work, and unknow-8 Offering readers a sense of the taxonomic, morphological, and behavioral diversity of bees, the book is designed to provide the systematic framework required for the continuing study of bees as biological entities.
Throughout the volume, Michener pursues the phylogenetic and taxonomic underpinnings of bee biology with particular alacrity. He discusses how groups of bees are related to one another, why he recogable attributes are often introduced to make images more striking. This is perhaps as it should be (in the spirit of artistic freedom), and dinosaur art of the variety presented in Dinosaur Imagery usually represents the best estimate at a particular moment in time. Yet all these images remain and find their way into the cultural mainstream to influence future generations of scientists.
My intent is not to suggest that there is anything insidious going on, but rather to highlight the major role that works of art can play in shaping scientific discourse. Although it is unlikely that Dinosaur Imagery will have the impact on science of a film like Jurassic Park, it seems a safe bet that movie producers are more likely to Such a well-produced classification provides a rigorous organizational framework. No extravagant claims or puzzling omissions appear; there are only conclusions drawn from nature and systematic study. To know a diverse and abundant group of organisms so well that they can be reasonably reorganized into meaningful and correctly identified biological units is vanishingly rare. Michener has produced what is properly labeled a magnum opus. Ambrosia.
